keypads & remotes

COMMAND
Control system operations begin with the user
interface, AMX Touch Panels and Keypads, which use
a combination of touch-activated buttons and icons to
easily and effortlessly navigate the system and carry
out any required command. Whether you need to lower
the blinds or launch a fleet of jets, these interfaces
are simple to operate, but smart enough to group the
hundreds of required steps to deliver instantaneous,
automated directions – all with the slightest touch.

CONTROL
From controlling one component to managing 1000
devices, no job is too large or too small for AMX NetLinx
Integrated Controllers, the nerve centers of every control
system. With smart processors and powerful memory
reserves, these controllers can carry out multiple
automated command sequences to produce instant,
flawless results from the devices they control.

COMMUNICATE
The AMX Control System was designed to communicate
with the electronic devices that populate our entire world.
From CD changers, plasma screens and jacuzzi jets, to
cameras, projectors and communication satellites, AMX

Table Top Touch Panel
Wireless Touch Panel

is ready to command, control and communicate with life
around us – easily, accurately and efficiently.

Wall Mount Keypad

Central Controller

TRULY ENJOYING THE
SOUND OF MUSIC
As you awaken to a soft, amber glow
filling the room, you reach over and touch
“IPOD” on your Metreau Keypad and are
instantly immersed in the opening chords
of Vivaldi’s "Concerto in G Minor". On your
way to the shower, you dial up the volume
on your bathroom keypad a couple of
more notches - you don’t want to miss a
single note. With Metreau Keypads, getting
more out of life is just a touch away. After
getting dressed, you head downstairs to
join your kids at the table who are enjoying
their cereal while listening to Radio Disney.
Another quick press of your kitchen keypad
gives you a morning traffic report. As your
family heads out the door together, a
touch of “AWAY” powers down your house,
adjusts the temperature to 78 degrees and
arms the security system – with Metreau
Keypads, life keeps getting easier.

Light It Up
As you crank up the volume,
a row of blue LEDs give you a
visual indicator of where the
volume is going and what level
you’re at.

“2” For Margaritaville –
“8” For Big 80s
Whether you’re in the mood
for Outlaw Country, Totally 70s
or Classic Vinyl, just hit your
preset button and your favorite
Satellite Radio channel begins
playing.

Sophisticated Elegance
Metreau was designed to
elegantly blend into decora-style
wallplates and are available in
black, white and light almond
to match a variety of color
schemes.

Honky Tonk Women To
Gimme Shelter
With a press to the right, you
can skip to the next song on
your Rolling Stones’ iPod
Playlist as well as go left to
skip back or up, down and
center for menu navigation.

Guiding Light
With several audio sources
to choose from on your Tango
system, sometimes it’s hard
to know what you’re listening
to. A handy blue LED in the top
center of each button identifies
the currently selected source.

METREAU KEYPADS | 6-BUTTON W/ NAVIGATION, 13-BUTTON

6N,13

TEACHER’S PET
Classroom resources are no longer limited
to overhead projectors and pull-down
screens. Modern classrooms include a
myriad of devices designed to support
the teacher but in reality, can rob them
of precious teaching time. But Metreau
Keypads change all that with simple, easily
identified buttons that in a single touch
can execute a variety of tasks to help you
reach your end goal. Say you want to show
a Discovery Channel DVD that requires
powering on the projector, DVD player
and audio system, lowering the projection
screen, turning out the lights and starting
the DVD. With Metreau, a press of “DVD”
is all it takes. And volume adjustment and
skipping to the next chapter are a simple
dial and press away of your navigation
wheel. Metreau Keypads - giving teachers
more time to actually educate
their students.

Go Wireless
When you want to change slides
on a PowerPoint from the back of
the room, just point your AMX R-1
remote control in the direction of
your keypad and the integrated
infrared sensor will take care
of the rest.

Help Is Just A Push Away
An uncontrollable fight has
broken out in your room and
you need help – a push of a
button and the principal is
immediately summoned.

“We Can’t Hear It Back Here.”
To adjust the volume of
your DVD, simply dial your
navigation wheel up or down.
It’s also just as handy to dim
room lights.

Password Protected
Need to escort a sick child to
the nurse, but worry about
idle hands accessing the
classroom keypad? Just set up
a four-digit password of your
choice and when you have to
leave the room, your keypad is
always locked down.

METREAU KEYPADS | 6-BUTTON W/ NAVIGATION, 13-BUTTON, 7-BUTTON

6N,7,13

TOUCH PANEL POWER –
KEYPAD CONVENIENCE
Whether you need to raise or dim the
lights, adjust the volume on your iPod,
access your Satellite Radio presets or
warm the spa to your ideal temperature,
the NXD-435P is ideal for getting the
job done. To the casual eye, it looks like
a 5-button keypad but truth be told, it’s
actually a full-powered Modero Touch
Panel capable of managing infrastructure
systems on a Skyscraper or launching
jets from an Aircraft Carrier. But it’s
most handy performing an endless array
of domestic duties when wall-mounted
in entryways, kitchens, bathrooms and
hallways. From arming the alarm and
checking the weather to pausing a movie
and closing the shades, if there’s a need
for inconspicuous control, there’s an ideal
mounting spot for the NXD-435P.

Let There Be Light
The NXD-435P is the ideal size
for bathrooms when putting on
makeup or shaving and fading
the lights up to full to get more
light on the subject.

Cool to the Touch
The convenience of external
buttons lets you quickly adjust
the AC up or down to keep
your home comfortable and
energy efficient.

Brilliant Sounds
The ability to access Satellite
Radio, CDs and your iPod from
anywhere in your home is
simple using the NXD-435P.

Child’s Play
Navigating the NXD-435P is just
plain easy. Whether you want
to skip songs on your iPod or
shuffle - it’s all just a touch
away from any of the activity
buttons on the side of the
screen.

MODERO NXD-435P | 4.3”

4.3”

ENTRY COMMUNICATIONS
NEVER LOOKED THIS GOOD
Wouldn’t it be nice to have a doorbell that
did things you never dreamed possible?
As your visitors drive up, they are greeted
at your access gate with a message that
says “Welcome to the Harper’s”. They
push the doorbell button and inside, you
hear a familiar door tone because you
selected it. You go to the nearest touch
panel and visually identify your visitors
thanks to the integrated camera inside the
Communicator. The included microphone
and speaker allow you to exchange
pleasantries and invite them up the drive.
With another press of a button you open
the gate right from your touch panel. The
Metreau Entry Communicator – taking the
doorbell to unimaginable places.

Welcome To The Harper’s
Post a friendly personalized
welcome message, your
address and even an image if
you’d like directly on
the display.

See And Hear
Not only talk to your visitors but
see them via integrated color
camera, which is easily angled
right, left or center to provide
the best view of the visitor.

Weather Resistant
The Entry Communicator
without integrated display is
weather resistant and ideal for
use in outdoor environments
such as access gates or
outer doors.

Ring My Bell
A dual-color LED light button
is provided for feedback and
doorbell notification. You have
a choice of several different
doorbell tones to choose from.

METREAU ENTRY COMMUNICATOR

comm

EXTREMELY COST EFFECTIVE
EXTREMELY SIMPLE TO USE
Schools and government facilities
can greatly benefit from device and
environment control. These systems free
up more time for the end user to focus
on the critical needs of their institution
instead of wasting it on technology
management. But until now, these systems
were too costly for school districts and
government agencies to even consider.
By incorporating the controller right into
a very simple controlpad with a simple
pushbutton interface, cost is dramatically
reduced. The ability to raise/lower
projection screens, adjust volume or dim
lights has never been easier. And for even
more control, Novara ControlPads can be
connected to AMX Resource Management
Suite Software for keeping devices secure,
monitoring lamp hour usage and more
– all from anywhere over the Internet.
Novara ControlPads offer Education and
Government a level of control, efficiency
and cost savings like never before.

RMS Compatible
The built-in Ethernet port allows
the ControlPad to communicate
with AMX Resource Management
Suite (RMS) software for enabling
web-based remote diagnostics,
room management and control of
every room on the network.

Simplified Programming
Device Configuration Software
(DCS) is used to configure
the ControlPad, which means
there is no programming
required for system setup.

Thousands Await
Works with AMX IR files –
leverage thousands of
pre-existing AMX IR files on
AMX.com.

Network Configurable
Configure and update an
entire facility or campus
simultaneously over your
network.

NOVARA 3000 SERIES | 8-BUTTON

3000

WHERE BUSINESS TURNS
FOR COST EFFECTIVE
CONTROL
You own a small law firm and have
discovered the possibilities that an AMX
control system paired with Mio Modero
Classic and Prestige Keypads can offer
you to automate your office and make
it more energy efficient. With Classic
Keypads installed in every conference
room, whenever you press “Lights On,”
your lights are already dimming to 75%
and while practically unnoticeable in
light output, you’re cutting energy costs
by 25%. You also have several Prestige
Keypads in various locations as well that
were added because of the flexibility
they offer in being able to change the
pre-printed paper insert in every button
window instantly when you need to change
the functionality of your buttons. Mio
Modero Classic and Prestige Keypads –
where business is turning for cost
effective control.

Touch And You Shall Enjoy
With a press of “CD”, your CD
player and audio system are
turned on and your new Coldplay
CD begins playing to get you
through prepping your next
deposition.

DVD, TV, SAT – It’s Your Call
No matter what the source, it’s
just a press away with the clear,
easily identified source and
function buttons.

The Choice Is Clear
Clear buttons give Prestige
owners the unique ability to
change button functions using
an included sheet of pre-printed
text and icon inserts. Users can
also create their own inserts on
a printer to further personify
their buttons with color font and
additional icons.

Hit The Lights
By pressing “Lights On,”
you won’t just be increasing
light in your office, you’ll be
increasing the bottom line by
only having the lights fade
up to 75% full. You won’t even
notice the difference in light
output but you certainly will
notice a difference on your bill.

Double-Wide
Two horizontal buttons may be
replaced with a double-wide,
rectangular button.

Laser Engraving
The Classic utilizes solid,
laser-engraved buttons that
are personalized with the
function or device required.
PRESTIGE SERIES S | SINGLE GANG

CLASSIC SERIES S | SINGLE GANG

CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT IT
Your clubs are packed, the car is ready and
it’s a gorgeous Saturday for golf. You’re on
your way to play a brand new course even
though it’s a two-hour drive. As you adjust
your ViewStat Thermostat, your 3.5” color
display is showing a thunderstorm icon for
today’s forecast. You hadn’t checked the
weather and although it’s beautiful now,
you determine that just about the time
you’ll be teeing off, storms will be rolling
in and ruining your trip. You reschedule for
next week and once again, your ViewStat
has saved the day. With current conditions,
time, date, worldwide five-day forecast,
color display and of course, precise
temperature control and scheduling, you’ll
discover why the ViewStat Thermostat
quickly becomes a resource you can’t
live without.

POPULAR TOUCH PANEL ACCESSORIES

Color Display
Features a bright, crisp 3.5”
color display to reproduce
vivid color images and graphic
icons – setting a new standard
for thermostats.

Remote Sense-ability
A convenient remote
temperature sensor is included
for reading outdoor temperature
or the temperature in a second
zone.

Current Weather
and Forecasts
Current temperature, weather
conditions and a five-day
forecast for the local area or
any location worldwide are
continually updated every
30 minutes.

Thinking Smart: Comfort
Recovery Mode
ViewStat begins adjusting
the temperature prior to a
pre-set time to ensure that
your environment is at the
temperature you want it when
you arrive saving energy.

VIEWSTAT COLOR COMMUNICATING THERMOSTAT

color thermostats

THE POWER OF CONTROL IN
THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
Mio Modero R-Series Remote Controls
combine a sleek and stylish interface,
handheld system control and nearly
limitless wireless freedom - all designed
to unleash the user’s imagination and
control capabilities. These powerful
remotes allow the user to control lighting,
window shades, climate controls, security
systems, pool and spa controls, distributed
audio, video and home entertainment
or any other device or system – with the
same accessibility as touch panels and
keypads but with unparalleled handheld
convenience. Mio Modero Remotes
are ideal for home theaters, kitchens,
bedrooms and offices as well as on the
patio table or next to the pool – just
about anywhere in or around the home
or office that there is a need for sleek,
sophisticated, powerful handheld control,
there’s a Mio Modero Remote, perfect for
the job.

Seamless Connectivity
With integrated IR and
RF communications, the
R-2 can seamlessly control
connected system devices
whether across the room
or across the house. And it
instantly powers on when
touched, tilted, picked up, or
pushing buttons.

Touch Panel Graphics Onboard
The R-4 supports AMX’s
powerful G4 graphics engine,
including marquee text. Create
automated experiences such
as “WATCH MOVIE”, “DINNER
PARTY” or “VACATION MODE”.
Simply touch an icon and a
series of actions are executed
instantly in the order you
select.

Stylish Design
With their sleek, stylish,
ergonomic design, the
R-Series Remotes were
designed to complement any
interior décor. Experience
elegance and sophistication,
combined with the freedom
and simplicity of accessing all
of your home controls from the
comfort of your sofa.

Wireless Freedom
By utilizing ZigBee Pro
Wireless Technology, the R-4
can control every device in a
system throughout a home or
building. The R-4 enables twoway communication with the
system, and can roam using
the NetLinx ZigBee Gateway
and Repeaters.

MIO MODERO R-4

MIO MODERO R-2

MIO MODERO R-1

remotes

AUDIO, VIDEO, CONTROL
& POWER OVER A SINGLE
UTP CABLE
Universal Transmitter Wallplates
(UPX) offer unmatched flexibility and
convenience in providing classroom,
boardroom and conference room visitors
a simplified option for routing their audio
and video sources to a Total Environment
Controller or Cat5 Presentation Switcher
located up to 150 feet away - all via
a single, cost-effective UTP cable.
So whether you need to output a
PowerPoint Presentation via your PC’s
VGA output, show a DVD via component
connection or connect a Document
Camera with composite out, your signal
is clearly delivered using UPX Wallplates.
Additionally, all UPX Wallplates include
stereo audio inputs and are self-powered
via Power Over Ethernet so a single
UTP cable is all you’ll ever need. UPX
Transmitter Wallplates – making meeting
room device connections a no-brainer.

Fingertip Control
A single button marked ACTIVE
on every UPX Wallplate offers
on-the-fly source selection.
Simply press to immediately
activate that wallplate and
source connection.

Fully Powered
For the utmost in convenience,
UPX Wallplates require no
external power supply and
utilize Power Over Ethernet
to power the wallplate via the
same UTP cable carrying audio,
video and control signals.

Blends In
UPX Transmitter Wallplates
are available in White, Black
and Brushed Aluminum
to blend in to a variety of
classroom, boardroom and
conference room decors.

Plug It In
Supports the most often used
device video connections for
meeting rooms, conference
rooms and boardrooms
including Composite,
Component and RGB video and
stereo audio.

UPX UNIVERSAL TRANSMITTER WALLPLATE

wallplates

AMX INTERFACES WITH
APPLE ® PRODUCTS IN
MANY WAYS
AMX embraces the advantages of touchbased interfaces for system control and
automation. Modero® Touch Panels are
engineered specifically for control system
integration and offer ease of integration,
advanced wireless security and a variety
of form factors proven to meet customer
needs around the world. While AMX holds
that many customers will continue to
request the functionality and convenience
of a dedicated touch panel, we welcome
smart devices, such as the Apple iPad,
iPhone and iPod Touch that open up the
home automation market to a broader
audience. We invite you to learn more
about the possibilities of AMX and Apple
integration at www.amx.com/ui/apple.asp.

apple integration
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